
Difficulty Level 

Binge Worthy
Cowl
By Michelle Greenberg
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Yarn

About 100  yards (90  meters)  of  a

size 6  super  bulky  weight  yarn l ike

MillaMia Natural ly  Soft  Super

Chunky

Hook

15mm (optional  smal ler  hook for

weaving in  ends)

 

 

MATERIALS

6.5sc by 8 rows on a 4x4"

(10x10cm) swatch in single

crochet

Sizing
Finished scarf  measures about 9 in

(23cm) wide and 16 in  (38cm) long

when la id  f lat .

GAUGE AND SIZING

CLICK HERE FOR COMMON CROCHET ABBREVIATIONS 

OVERVIEW

This pattern is designed with binge watching your favorite show in mind!

You'll chain 50 chains, join in the round and work half double crochet,

chain one, skip one around and around in a spiral. By working into chain

spaces, this project is one you can really take your eyes off of and let

muscle memory take over! Leaving those peepers available to re-re-

watch that subtitled drama! There is a complimentary video tutorial for

this pattern. You can find it on my YouTube channel or by clicking HERE

https://www.lovecrafts.com/en-us/p/millamia-naturally-soft-super-chunky?country=US&utm_medium=affiliate&a_aid=0d24e614
https://www.lovecrafts.com/en-us/p/millamia-naturally-soft-super-chunky?country=US&utm_medium=affiliate&a_aid=0d24e614
https://www.lovecrafts.com/en-us/p/millamia-naturally-soft-super-chunky?country=US&utm_medium=affiliate&a_aid=0d24e614
https://www.lovecrafts.com/en-us/p/millamia-naturally-soft-super-chunky?country=US&utm_medium=affiliate&a_aid=0d24e614
https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/2116e7_f3c2f65313734d17839e969e5491ecaa.pdf
https://youtu.be/i_4Ju5D7qnw
https://youtu.be/i_4Ju5D7qnw


To do this, insert your hook into your first chain (making sure your chain isn't twisted)

and pull a loop through the first chain and through the loop on your hook. 

ch1, 1sc in next ch space, ch1, 1 sl st in next chain space

To begin chain 50

 

Join in the round by slip stitching your last chain to your first chain. 

 

Round 1:  Ch2 and make 1hdc in the next ch, *ch1, skip 1 ch and make

1hdc in the next ch.* Repeat between the asterisks ** to the end of the

round. 

 

Rows 2-10:  Don't slip stitch to join in the round. Instead, work 1hdc into

the ch2 space you chained up at the beginning of round 1. *Ch1, and

work 1hdc in the next ch space* Repeat between asterisks ** around

and around in a spiral.

 

Work until you're almost out of yarn. To level off your spiral, for the last

2 chain spaces, work as follows:

 

Fasten off and weave in ends.

Pattern



Thank You!
I hope you enjoyed it as much as I enjoyed making it for you all.  Before

you ask, yes, you can sell any items you craft using this pattern!  I also

encourage you to contact me anytime with questions.
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Happy Stitching! 
- Michelle
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